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Horror sounds of the night cassette

Cat#Artist Title (Format) Label Cat# Country Year #5030 Unknown Artist Horror Sounds of The Night ™ (Cass) Sell This Version NO. 5024 No Topstone Artist's Horror Night Sounds (CD, RE) Sell This Version #5030 Unknown Artist Scary Sounds of the Night (Cass) Sell This Cat Edition # Artist Title (Format) Tag Cat
#Country year #5030 Unknown Artist Scary Sounds from Night ™ (Cass) Sell this version No Topstone Horror Night Sounds (CD, RE) Sell This Version #5023 Unknown Artist Scary Sounds of the Night (Cass) Sales This Version posted by Metal Misfit on October 10, Vintage 2014 horror sounds from the night of 1986,
Topstone Industries Back to the 1960s there have been a variety of horror albums released full of haunted music and scary sound effects. High winds, moaning spirits, crazy laughter, shivering cats and ratching chains are full for this period. It's only recently that I discovered albums like Voices To Make You Chill (1974,
Piquewick International Records) and Chilling, exciting sounds from Haunted House (1964, Disneyland Records). From my own childhood and for many kids growing up in the 1980s, one of the horror music/soundtrack effects that made the biggest simple-looking harvest of orange and black cassettes was the scary
sounds of the night, which was released in 1986 by Danbury, Topstone Industries's very own Connecticut. I don't know what happened to Topston Industries some say they collapsed under pressure to produce a follow-up to their excellent horror sounds of night cassettes. Some say they were a fly-to-night company that
happened to be lucky with producing one of the greatest Halloween soundtracks of all time. Some say they initially raped other people's copyrights by publishing scary night sounds, but who really knows what happened to them? Okay, I'm sure someone knows, but one is not me. But if there's one thing I know it's that
Topstone promises scary sounds of the night will be the backbone of the bra and 30 minutes weird and darnit if they're not true in both accounts! When I was a kid I was afraid of this tape however I was still very strangely drawn to him I could have been 5 years old at most when this tape came out and while I don't know
if my family owned it immediately after its release, I remember listening to it in the late '80s. even when he was not halloween . I also remember my mom putting it on the cassette deck and playing it through the window for the neighborhood to hear a Halloween. Does this soundtrack still hold today? Do I still recognize an
itch in my spine? yes. Truth be told, I'm still a little terrified listening to this bar as a man grown up during broad daylight. It brings me back to when I was a kid and I'm afraid of all the scary sounds coming out of the tape player. I can't imagine any SFX Halloween bar being as powerful and as spooky as this one. I really
wish there was a list of all the sounds used in this bar (so I could cut and It's), but here's a rundown of sorts of things heard on side A (side B repeats side A): - an incredibly ghastly pipe music member who could have been in the hammer of a Dracula movie movie (this ends up playing soft in the background while the
rest of the SFX continues) - creaking/banging doors - madly laughing - thunder - what I imagine is supposed to be To the sounds of ghosts flying about (woooo wooo wooo - someone who methodally walks on a floorboard - breaking glass - some kind of dog or cat growling/hissing/howling - the woman screaming -
chains being pulled on the floor - moaning ghosts - church bells clanging - witch laughter - moaning a woman in agoanity while a man laughs in aristocratic fashion... Title: Scary Sounds from The Night Producer: Topstone Industries of the Year: 1986 Total Run Time: 30 Minutes Repeat on Both Sides: No Story: No
Music: Has Opening Theme, and Various Background Music Throughout Includes a Piece of Georges Beezette L'Arlesienne Narrative Suite: No Distinctive Audio: Infamous Masochistic Section (see below) Review: Scary Sounds of the Night Is Notable for Many Reasons. First, it came from Topstone, a popular
Halloween company best known for making rubber masks since the 1950s. Their propaganda artwork alone has left a permanent mark on the culture of horror. Cassette was everywhere. It was produced for years, and sold through many outlets. Its release date in 1986 put it slightly ahead of the Halloween bar glute in
the late 80s. Scary Sounds, combined with exciting/chiller and other exciting chillers, usually gets a big reaction online, prompting commenters to have a cavalry type of memoir. Topstone's 1993 catalogue through the Curdling Blood blog Scary Hollywood Monster Mask was the subject of a lawsuit. Surprisingly, it wasn't
because of the inappropriate content (that was). This arose because Topstone terminated the contract with someone who presented them with the idea, and then made his tape independently. From the file... The plaintiff had imagined the idea of a cassette audio tape sounding appropriate for Halloween. After producing
and copyrighting his recording titled Haunted Panic, he entered into an agreement that designated the topston industries defendant as an exclusive distributor. Topston later terminated the contract and began marketing a cassette similar to Halloween titled Scary Voices of the Night. After buying copies of the plaintiff's
tape from Topstone, defendant De Robbins & Coe sold those copies, as well as Topston's Scary Voices tape to retail customers. Sexual subtexts are hardly ignored. A shorter version of this is actually the album's opening for a popular children's record called Sounds to Make You Shiver. (The moaning part appears on
the side two as the number of Dracula and her victim) this will take us for the last reason why. Voices are infamous at night: everything on it is stolen. Well, I can't confirm it was all used illegally. The fact that the above scene appears without layers of chain effects and step by step may indicate their access to a source
bar. But this is a common practice at the Bayes Halloween bar, and it's hard to believe they have time to get legal clearance from three different companies for three different sources, especially according to another lawsuit. So what were the resources? On the evening of November 8, 2013, a comment on the site blood-
Curdling Blog of Monster Masks was placed by a user who calls himself barneyrubble. This comment stands as the most complete and well-researched thesis of the digital age about the source material behind the scary sounds of the night. I will send it here in its unchanged form, because changing even one word would
be unpleasant to the internet. At the expense of selling copies of this cassette, it's good to know that all the recordings on this tape can be downloaded just by purchasing three old Halloween NLP albums: - BBC Records &amp; Tapes Vol. 13: Death &amp; HORROR Sound Effects (1977) (the first song on the cassette is
taken from the album, listed here as The Phantom of the Opera ('Organ' Sounds) - Power Records, Ghost Sounds (presumed Early '70s) (The second song was taken on the cassette of this LP, here it's identified as The Ghost of the Cathedral. Begins with the ghost of the cathedral, exactly as included in the cassette of
the night's horror sounds.) - Pickwick International, Sounds to Make You Shiver (presumed mid-70s) (Believe it or not, the whole remained of the Horror Sounds of the Night cassette is taken directly from Side 2 of this album, in the same order running. The original album, they're meant to be Laughter Witch, Kenneth
Dracula and his victim (sometimes partly referred to for X-rated Evertons), Screams &amp; Groans (actually two separate songs of screams, apparently made by the same lady in Kent Dracula and his victim), moaning and moaning, cats, dogs, shutter beats, ghost pianos, creek doors, and part of the break. If you shop
around, you can price all three of these albums for less than $50 (with the BBC LP likely the most expensive). I've got all three now. :) Sentimental rating: 5 out of 5 ethics points: 1 out of 5 better But the embed is disabled, so I can't stick it here...
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